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Abstract
In this paper, we describe a new bioimage informatics system developed for high content screening (HCS) applications with the
goal to extract and analyze phenotypic features of hundreds of thousands of mitotic cells simultaneously. The system introduces the
algorithm of multi-phenotypic mitotic analysis (MMA) and integrates that with algorithms of correlation analysis and compound
clustering used in gene microarray studies. The HCS–MMA system combines diﬀerent phenotypic information of cellular images
obtained from three-channel acquisitions to distinguish and label individual cells at various phases of mitosis. The proposed system
can also be used to extract and count the number of cells in each phase in cell-based assay experiments and archive the extracted
data into a structured database for more sophisticated statistical and data analysis. To recognize diﬀerent mitotic phases, binary
patterns are set up based on a known biological mitotic spindle model to characterize cellular morphology of actin, microtubules,
and DNA. To illustrate its utility, the HCS–MMA system has been applied to screen the quantitative response of 320 diﬀerent drug
compounds in suppressing Monastrol. The results are validated and evaluated by comparing the performance of HCS–MMA with
visual analysis, as well as clustering of the drug compounds under evaluation.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
High content screening (HCS) technologies try to
massively parallelize analyses currently done one at a
time on an automated microscope designed to measure
intracellular events. Emerging tools and capabilities in
HCS have great potential to drive a wave of new oppor-
tunities for new hardware systems, software applica-
tions, and reagent kits to enable researchers to study
intracellular events on hundreds of thousands of cells
at a time [1–6]. In particular, HCS is becoming a widely
used research tool to assist biomedical scientists in
understanding the complex process of cell division or
mitosis [1–6]. Its power comes from the sensitivity and
resolution of automated light microscopy with multi-
well plates, combined with the availability of ﬂuorescent
probes that are attached to speciﬁc subcellular
components, such as chromosomes and microtubules,
for visualization of cell division or mitosis using stan-
dard epi-ﬂuorescence microscopy techniques [7–9].
By employing carefully selected reporter probes and
ﬁlters, ﬂuorescence microscopy allows speciﬁc imaging
of phenotypes of essentially any cell component or
organism [10]. With these probes we can determine both
the amount of a cell component and, most critically, its
distribution within the cell relative to other components.
Typically, three to four diﬀerent components are local-
ized in the same cell using ﬂuorescence probes that are
excited at diﬀerent wavelengths. Any change in cell
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physiology would cause a redistribution of one or more
cellular components, and this redistribution, in turn,
provides a certain cytological marker that allows for
scoring of the physiological change.
The mitotic spindle is a temporary and critical nuclear
structure that serves as the machinery for chromosome
segregation. During every cycle of cell division, chro-
mosomes must be replicated faithfully and condensed
while remaining attached to one another in preparation
for the action of the microtubule spindle [11–14]. The
role of the spindle is to accurately partition the sister
chromatids equally into the two daughter cells. The
tubulin-based structure of the spindle is the target of
many anti-cancer drug studies, since the microtubule
spindle can modify the process and outcomes of cell
divisions [15–17]. Cell-permeable small molecules that
rapidly activate or inactivate the function of the spindle
can be useful probes of dynamic cellular processes [18].
For example, Monastrol [19] is discovered as the ﬁrst
known cell-permeable small molecule inhibitor of the
mitotic machinery that does not target tubulin. Monas-
trol arrests cells in mitosis with Monastral spindles
comprised of a radial array of microtubules surrounded
by a ring of chromosomes [19,20] while normal mitotic
cells have bipolar spindles.
However, how to quantitatively assess the eﬀect of
small molecules and compounds on the spindle function
has so far seen relatively little use for drug discovery.
The reason is the lack of eﬃcient and reliable methods
for recognition of diﬀerent cell phases while manual
counting makes the process extremely time-consuming
and expensive. Furthermore, it is diﬃcult to distinguish
cell phases in a cell cycle from the phenotypic informa-
tion presented in images of traditional one-channel
acquisition.
In this paper, we describe a computerized imaging
system developed based on the multi-phenotypic mitotic
analysis (MMA) algorithm for HCS. The HCS–MMA
system takes advantage of the combined biological
information from multi-channel image acquisitions
(three in the Monastrol screening application) to im-
prove the analytical results of the cell mitosis under a
variety of conditions, including wild drug treatment
and gene knockout. The computerized system labels
cells at diﬀerent stages during the cellular process, e.g.,
interphase, metaphase, and anaphase. It can be used
to extract individual cells and count the number of cells
in diﬀerent phases presented in a HCS image screen, as
well as to archive the extracted information and image
data into a structured database for subsequent statistical
analysis and evaluation. We identiﬁed speciﬁc image
patterns based on the biological model of the mitotic
spindle to describe the morphology of three cellular
organisms, namely, actin, microtubules, and DNA. To
demonstrate the utility of the system in drug discovery,
we applied the HCS–MMA system to evaluate image
datasets obtained for screening Monastrol suppressors.
The evaluation results showed that the HCS–MMA
system achieved a high accuracy in detecting and recog-
nizing cell phases.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we describe the materials and preprocess-
ing methods. In Section 3, we present the proposed mul-
ti-phenotypic mitotic analysis (MMA) algorithm for
high content cellular image analysis. Section 4 compares
the performance of the HCS–MMA system with manual
analysis. The cellular image database and the data anal-
ysis are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 pre-
sents the conclusions.
2. Methods and materials
2.1. Cell stains and HCS images
For high content screening, most biological speci-
mens lack suﬃcient color and contrast to be readily im-
aged in the optical microscope using bright ﬁeld
illumination. To circumvent this problem, microscopists
often treat biological cells and tissues with reactive
organic dyes that will selectively stain and color various
portions of the biological architecture. Because the
background often appears white or very light gray
under bright ﬁeld microscopy, the stained tissue will
appear colored and superimposed over a light back-
ground. This is suﬃcient to render the details of interest
visible and with enough contrast to provide good
photomicrographs.
In many instances, two or more stains of diﬀerent col-
ors are combined to help diﬀerentiate between cellular
elements that lie close together, producing a color con-
trast that separates one element from another. To ac-
quire diﬀerent cellular elements and subcellular
structures, ﬁlters are used to control the contrast in
the ﬁnal image captured with a charge-coupled device
(CCD) digital camera system. In this way, a digital
microscope can be used to scan the same tissue specimen
or a population of cells using diﬀerent channels. In our
application for mitotic analysis, three dyes are used to
stain DNA for nuclei, microtubules for mitosis, and ac-
tin for cytoplasm. The combination of the three stains
renders cellular nuclei stained deep blue, microtubules
stained green, and cytoplasmic components stained
red. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of the aggregated cel-
lular image obtained using the three-channel acquisition
method.
2.2. Cellular patterns based on the mitotic spindle model
Mitosis is the mechanism that allows the nuclei of
cells to split and provide each daughter cell with a com-
plete set of chromosomes. It is often divided into six
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phases: interphase, prophase, metaphase, anaphase,
telophase, and cytokinesis. To simplify the study of cel-
lular morphological patterns in three-channel HCS
images, we group six cell phases into three categories,
i.e., interphase-prophase as interphase, metaphase, and
anaphase-telophase-cytokinesis as anaphase according
to the morphology of condensing DNA and moving
microtubule. Then, we identiﬁed nine distinct image pat-
terns to characterize the morphology of cells in three dif-
ferent channels, i.e., actin, microtubule, and DNA.
Table 1 summarizes the cell patterns.
During the interphase, the cell increases in size and
the cell shape of actin is invisible because the cytoplasm
is ﬂat. The nuclei at interphase in the DNA channel is
visible but with low brightness because the chromatin
forms a highly diﬀuse, ﬁbrous network that is being
transcribed continuously by enzymes within the nucleus.
The microtubules are also invisible because the mitotic
spindle is a monopole outside of nucleus. The blue ob-
jects, DNA phenotype, in Fig. 1D are interphase cells,
and they can be found at same position in Fig. 1C,
DNA channel, but invisible in Figs. 1A and B, actin
channel and microtubule channel. In the metaphase,
the chromosomes are condensed and aligned at the
equator of the spindle, midway between the spindle
poles after the mitotic spindle assembles between the
two centrosomes, which have replicated and moved
apart and formed a bi-polar spindle. Therefore, the
chromosome pattern of metaphase exhibited in the
DNA channel is a small bar with high brightness (Fig.
1C), the spindle pattern in microtubule channel is a
small ball (Fig. 1B), and the cytoplasm in actin channel
rounded up into a visible ball (Fig. 1A).
During the anaphase, the sister chromatids separate
synchronously to form two daughter chromosomes,
and each is pulled slowly toward the spindle pole it fac-
es. The kinetochore microtubules get shorter, and spin-
dle poles also move apart; both processes contribute to
chromosome separation. The shape of chromosomes is
a pair of small parallel bars, while the shapes of spindle
and actin change into ﬂat oval or bar-shape due to spin-
dle poles moving apart further. The cytoplasm of a cell
in the actin channel is also transformed into a ﬂat oval
from a ball.
Fig. 1. The three-phenotypic images of a specimen from the three channels of interest: actin (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue).
(A) Actin. (B) Microtubule.
(C) DNA. (D) Colored cell images: red actin, green microtubules,
and blue DNA.
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Table 1
Cell patterns based on the mitotic spindle model
Interphase Metaphase Anaphase
Mitotic model
Biological description During the interphase, the cell increases in size.
The DNA of chromosomes is replicated and
decondensed. Microtubule spindle is monopolar
At metaphase, the spindle is bipolar. The
chromosomes are aligned at the equator of the
spindle, midway between the spindle poles. The
kinetochore microtubules attach sister chromosomes
to the opposite poles of the spindle
At anaphase, the sister chromatids
synchronously separate to form two daughter
chromosomes, and each is pulled slowly toward
the spindle pole it faces, The kinetochore
microtubules get shorter, and spindle poles also
move apart; both processes contribute to
chromosome separation
Image in actin expression
Image in microtubule expression
Image in DNA expression
Object patterns in the actin channel Invisible
Object patterns in the microtubule
channel
Invisible
Object patterns in the DNA
channel
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3. Multi-phenotypic mitotic analysis
3.1. Data processing pipeline for cellular image
segmentation
Fig. 2 shows the data processing pipeline of the HCS–
MMA system. A conventional global thresholding
approach would result in segmented cell size highly
dependent on the ambient illumination which is often
nonuniform, while local adaptive thresholding would
generate much noise and false positive in regions without
cells. Therefore, the image segmentation algorithm we
selected in HCS–MMA is largely edge-detection based,
and except in the ﬁrst step, the Laplacian of Gaussian
(LoG) edge detection, all other image processing proce-
dures are binary morphological operations. Fig. 3 illus-
trates a series of midway results of image processing
pipeline for cellular image segmentation to provide an
intuitive understanding of the operation involved in im-
age processing [5,21]. The Laplacian of Gaussian (Log) is
a second-order edge detector; its operator is convolved
with an image and the resulting zero crossings are
classiﬁed as edges. The LoG method converts a gray-
level image into a binary edge enhanced image so that
Fig. 2. The integrated data processing pipeline of the HCS–MMA
system.
Fig. 3. A series of systematic processing and segmentation steps based largely on edge-detection algorithms. All images shown are taken from a small
subpart of an HCS image for better illustration. (A) Original image, (B) LoG edge segmentation, (C) line ﬁlter, (D) eccentricity ﬁlter, (E) dilation, (F)
ﬁll holes, (G) erosion, (H) open, and (I) area open.
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it is easy to use morphological operations and processing
to extract a ﬁnal mask of objects from background.
Line ﬁltering is used to remove fragmented lines of
background noise (Fig. 3C). It detects the line length
and removes the lines whose length is shorter than the
pre-deﬁned threshold. The threshold depends on the
average size of cells screened. For our study, we set
the threshold as the average length of the radii of the
cells. Eccentricity thresholding removes straight lines
or lines with very small curvature by checking the eccen-
tricity of each line (see Fig. 3D). The long straight lines
are mostly resulted from ﬂat interphase cell images ac-
quired in the actin channel. The arc lines have small
eccentricity values while straight lines have large eccen-
tricity values. The threshold of eccentricity we used is an
empirical value, 0.95. After removing most of the edge
lines from noise and ﬂat cytoplasm, further processing
is done to formulate cell masks. Dilation operation con-
nects disconnected arc lines to form closed circles (Fig.
3E). The following step is to ﬁll all holes of the closed
circles (Fig. 3F). The erosion operation recovers the ori-
ginal cell sizes by dilation (Fig. 3G). Then, open opera-
tion is to remove not-closed lines (Fig. 3H). For small
objects, we use the area-open operation to clear them
away; area-open checks the areas of all objects in binary
images and removes small objects, if their areas are less
than the threshold (Fig. 3I). The area threshold we used
is 48 pixels. We then apply the watershed algorithm to
separate the touching objects. The last step of HCS im-
age segmentation is completed by removing all the cellu-
lar objects on the four borders. The segmentation
procedure is applied to all channels.
3.2. Algorithm of automated cell-phase recognition
From Section 2.2, we made the following observa-
tions regarding the patterns of cells in various phases:
O1: Interphase cells are dimmer than other cells or
invisible in images acquired from the actin channel
or the microtubule channel.
O2: DNA channel shows all cell nuclei at the three cel-
lular phases of interest.
O3: Interphase cells with mono-polar spindle are
round in the DNA channel, whereas metaphase
cells and anaphase cells with the bi-polar spindle
are bar-shaped.
O4: In the microtubule channel, metaphase cells are
round, while anaphase cells are oval- or bar-
shaped.
We designed a new image analysis algorithm that
incorporates these biophysical observations to distin-
guish cells in the three classes, i.e., interphase cells, meta-
phase cells, and anaphase cells, eﬀectively. The concept
of the proposed algorithm is that we ﬁrst extract all
the cells from DNA channel and then extract the mitotic
cells by applying a logical AND operation between all
cells identiﬁed from the DNA channel and the cells iden-
tiﬁed from the actin channel. Furthermore, the cells in
anaphase can be extracted from the microtubule chan-
nel. Finally, the cells in interphase are deﬁned as set dif-
ference between all cells and mitotic cells; the cells in
anaphase are deﬁned as the logic AND between the cells
in mitosis and the cells in anaphase obtained from
Microtubule channel; and cells in metaphase are deﬁned
as the set diﬀerence between mitotic cells and anaphase
cells. Next we describe the above ideas in details.
Deﬁne O as a set of objects in an M · N binary im-
age, and B (i, j) (1 6 i 6M, 1 6 j 6 N) as all the cell ob-
jects of a HCS image after segmentation:
O ¼ fo1; o2; . . . ; oK : oi \ oj ¼ ; if i 6¼ jg; ð1Þ
where K is the total number of cell objects and ok
(1 6 k 6 K) is a subset of pixels in binary image B (i, j),
deﬁned by:
ok ¼ fbði; jÞ 2 Bði; jÞ: bði; jÞ > 0 and ði; jÞ 2 Xkg;
where Xk is the mask of the k cell mask obtained by
using the image segmentation step stated in Section 3.1.
Let OD, OM, and OA denote object sets of all cells in
channels of DNA, microtubule, and actin, respectively,
and deﬁneODi ,O
D
m, andO
D
a as interphase cells, metaphase
cells, and anaphase cells in the DNA channel. We will use
the same notation style for all cell objects in diﬀerent
channels, i.e., subscription denoting cell and superscrip-
tion denoting channel. In the cell-cycle process, both
interphase and anaphase are in either mitotic phase or
M-phase. We use Omitosis to denote mitotic objects in cell
cycle. For example, ODm ¼ fODi ;ODa g denotes the cell ob-
jects of mitosis in the DNA channel. According to our
ﬁrst observation, O1, we have:
OA ¼ OAm ¼ fOAi ;OAa g ð2Þ
and
OM ¼ OMm ¼ fOMi ;OMa g. ð3Þ
From Observation 2, we have
OD ¼ fODi ;ODm;ODa g ¼ fODi ;ODmg. ð4Þ
To get a subset of cells in diﬀerent cell-cycle phases from
the object sets of three channels, we use the operator * to
donate the L-AND (logical-AND) operation of two ob-
ject sets in diﬀerent channels. The L-AND of object sets
is deﬁned as:
A  B ¼
Xm
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
ai \ T ðai; bjÞ; ð5Þ
where A and B are object sets deﬁned in Eq. (1);
A = {a1,a2, . . . ,am} and B = {b1,b2, . . . ,bn}. T (ai,bj) is
a function to test if there is an intersection between ai
and bj as in the following:
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T ðai; bjÞ ¼
X if ai \ bj 6¼ /;
/ if ai \ bj ¼ /;

ð6Þ
where X is a universal set.
Applying the set operations of three-channel objects
deﬁned in Eqs. (5) and (6) and analyzing the morpholo-
gy of the objects, we can recognize and distinguish three
classes of diﬀerent cells. Fig. 4 shows a ﬂowchart of the
proposed MMA algorithm. First, images of the three
channels are segmented to generate three object sets of
cells, i.e., OD, OM, and OA. From Eqs. (2) and (4), we
derive the object set of interphase cells and the object
set of mitotic cells as:
ODm ¼ OD  OA; ð7Þ
ODi ¼ OD  ODm. ð8Þ
From the object set of microtubule OM, the object set
of anaphase cells OMa can be extracted by analyzing the
shape of each object in Set OM.
OMa ¼
\K
k¼1
ðoMk \ EðoMk ÞÞ: oMk  OM
( )
; ð9Þ
where K is the total object number in OM and E is a
function of the object shape. In our drug screening
application, E depends on the eccentricity of an
object
EðoMk Þ ¼
X if eccentricity > 0.75;
/ else.

ð10Þ
Eccentricity is the ratio of the distance between the
foci of the ellipse corresponding to the object and its ma-
jor axis length. The value of eccentricity is between 0 (a
circle) and 1 (a line). The eccentricity threshold used to
distinguish metaphase and anaphase cells in the micro-
tubule channel is an empirical value, 0.75.
The object set of anaphase in the DNA channel can
be obtained from the logical AND of the following ob-
ject sets:
ODa ¼ ODm  OMa . ð11Þ
Then, we get the object set of metaphase in the DNA
channel by removing the anaphase objects from mitotic
objects of the DNA channel.
ODm ¼ ODm  ODa . ð12Þ
From the set operations of objects from the three dif-
ferent channels and shape analysis of objects, the MMA
algorithm can be used to identify and recognize the cells
at diﬀerent phases in the cell cycle.
Fig. 4. Logical ﬂow of cell-phase recognition based on the three-channel image phenotypes.
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4. Experimental results
We use the HCS–MMA system to screen Monastrol
suppressors in order to illustrate its utility. Smallmolecule
inhibitor kinesin, Eg5, results in collapsing the bipolar
spindle to amonopolar structure [19]. Our bioscience col-
laborators at the ICCB (Institute of Chemistry and Cell
Biology) andDepartment of Systems Biology of Harvard
Medical School have developed a high-throughput assay
for small molecules that can restore bipolarity in tissue
culture cells in the presence of Monastrol. To better illus-
trate the results of comparative evaluation, we proceeded
in the following steps. First, we perform comparison be-
tween the manually analyzed results and automatically
analyzed results and ﬁnd the Monastrol suppressor com-
pound by using the ratio between bipolar and monoester
cells. Second, we compare the results of the proposed
MMA algorithm and the results obtained by using super-
vised phase identiﬁcation method. Third, we will analyze
the compounds by using clustering analysis because a
good clustering would separate the eﬀective and ineﬀec-
tive compounds aﬀecting the cell division under investiga-
tion. We will discuss the clustering analysis in Section 5.
4.1. Experimental results by using MMA
In our experiment, the 320 small molecule
compounds were screened for ﬁnding Monastrol
suppressors. First, we release Monastrol into S-syn-
chronized cell lines. After 7 h, we add 320 test com-
pounds following another 90 min to dye cells for
targeting actin, microtubules, and DNA. A total of
960 HCS images were acquired from these experi-
ments, where each image covers a few thousands of
cells. To identify eﬀective Monastrol suppressors from
the screening, we used the HCS–MMA system to
automatically recognize metaphase cells, anaphase
cells, and the cells captured by Monastrol or monoas-
ters. Monoasters are also mitotic cells but with circu-
lar DNA patterns. It is relatively easy to recognize
monoaster cells by analyzing the eccentricities of
DNA objects and removing the metaphase objects
and anaphase objects from mitotic objects. The whole
program is implemented in Matlab. It will take about
1 min to recognize cells in the three diﬀerent phases of
interest and extract and count them on a PC Pentium
4 Window XP computer.
To evaluate the performance of the MMA algorithm,
we observed the 30 HCS images from 10 compounds of
320 in our experiment and manually recognized and
counted the cells at the three phases: metaphase, ana-
phase, and monoaster. Fig. 5A shows the numbers of
monoaster, metaphase, and anaphase cells derived from
MMA and manual calculation. The comparison and
correlation analysis of cell-recognition results between
computer and human is shown in Figs. 5B–D. The
Fig. 5. Comparison and correlation analysis of cell recognition by MMA and manual observation. (A) Numbers of monoaster, metaphase, and
anaphase recognized by computer/human; (B) monoaster correlation with a coeﬃcient 0.9776452; (C) metaphase correlation with a coeﬃcient
0.9776423; and (D) anaphase correlation with a coeﬃcient 0.9676926.
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Pearson correlation coeﬃcients are computed based on
the formula:
r ¼ N
PN
i¼1xiyi
  PNi¼1xi  PNi¼1yi ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
PN
i¼1x
2
i 
PN
i¼1xi
 2h i
N
PN
i¼1y
2
i 
PN
i¼1yi
 2h ir ;
ð13Þ
where xi is the cell number calculated by the MMA algo-
rithm and yi is the number by manual analysis as listed
in Fig. 5A. N = 10 is the sample number or compound
number in test. From the Eq. (12) and the data in Fig.
5A, the Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of MMA and
manual method have been calculated for monoaster,
metaphase, and anaphase cells as rmonoaster = 0.9776452,
rmetaphase = 0.9776452, and ranaphase = 0.9776452. The
results show the high correlation and consistency be-
tween the MMA algorithm and the manual method.
After cell recognition, the ratio of bipolar cells (meta-
phase cells and anaphase cells) over monoasters is calcu-
lated to index the eﬀectiveness of each compound
suppressing Monastrol. Fig. 6 shows the ratio of bipolar
cells over monoasters versus the 320 compounds. From
this ﬁgure the most eﬀective compound to suppress
Monastrol is the compound 149, which stands out with
the maximum bipolar/monoaster ratio of 3.1.
4.2. Comparison
In our previous study [22], we run a combination of
feature selection, feature reduction, and classiﬁcation
methods [23] based on HeLa cell data sets. Experiment
results show that a KNN (K = 6) classiﬁer with a set
of seven features generate the best classiﬁcation results.
In this work, we extracted more texture features,
including 28 co-occurrence features [24] and a set of
12 regular features, to describe the shape and intensity
changes between diﬀerent phases of cells in the cell
cycle in each channel. We use the KNN classiﬁer with
K = 6 for cell-phase identiﬁcation. Z-score is ﬁrst em-
ployed to normalize the features, and the same param-
eters are applied to test datasets. Then the principal
component analysis (PCA) is employed to reduce the
feature set. In PCA for feature reduction, we select a
set of the largest eigenvalues such that the sum of
these eigenvalues is 90% of the sum of the total
eigenvalues.
The training set for the classiﬁer consisted of 948 cells
which are picked up from 20 drug compounds. The test
data are the 30 HCS images from the ﬁrst 10 compounds
used in the last section. The classiﬁer correctly identiﬁed
nearly all (97.64%) interphase cells. For cells in meta-
phase and ana/telophase, the accuracy of the classiﬁer
algorithm reached 95.43 and 96.88%, respectively. Com-
paring the performance of this model-based phase iden-
tiﬁcation with the MMA method, we can see that the
cell-phase recognition accuracy is very close. Note that
the model-based method takes much more time to com-
pute than the MMA method because it needs to calcu-
late many features for each cell.
5. Data analysis
After the segmentation and recognition of cells, we
calculate a number of generic features and mitotic fea-
tures of cells to be quantitative image descriptors.
These features of three channels are archived into a
structural database system for data analysis and data
mining. The database is implemented in a relational
database with indices to persistent image ﬁles archived
in a secured image ﬁle management repository. The
information organized in the database includes: cell
lines, small molecules compounds, genomic data, sci-
entiﬁc hypothesis, study plan, experiment protocols,
microscopic images, drug leads, cell tracking, cellular
features, and sub-cellular structures from HCS images
[25–27]. Researchers and scientists can use the web
browser front-end to do on-line experiment design
and data analysis.
We mined the archived database to evaluate the
MMA algorithm and answer biological questions of
interest, such as which compound has a signiﬁcant role
in blocking cell division. Assume we have N compounds,
and each compound has the corresponding cell numbers
at three diﬀerent cell-cycle phases: monoaster, meta-
phase, and anaphase. Let xij denote the number of jth
phase for ith compound, where 1 6 i 6 N, 1 6 j 6 3.
Let yij denote the replicate. Denote X = (xij)N·3,
Y = (yij)N·3, Z = (zij)N·6, where zij = (xij) when
1 6 j 6 3, and zij = (yij3) when 4 6 j 6 6. Next, we
introduce the missing value estimation for data matrix,
Z, and then apply clustering analysis to Z.
Fig. 6. The analysis result of an application for Monastrol suppressor
screening with 320 drug compounds, the most eﬀective compound to
suppress Monastrol identiﬁed is the number 149th compound, with a
maximum bipolar/monoaster ratio 3.1.
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5.1. Missing value estimation
As in most high-throughput experiments, informa-
tion of certain compounds will be inherently lost due
to insuﬃcient microscopy resolution and poor image
quality. A missing value estimation step to compensate
for the information loss is necessary. We denote z as a
compound which has three diﬀerent values, namely,
number of monoaster, metaphase, and anaphase cells
in the drug screen. A weighted KNN-based method se-
lects compounds with data similar to the compound of
interest to impute missing values. If the compound z is
missing in one image, this method will ﬁnd other K com-
pounds (20 in this study) which have a value present in
the corresponding position with data similar to z. A
weighted linear combination is then used to predict a
missing value. This method has proven to be a robust
and sensitive method for missing value estimation in
gene microarray research [28,29].
5.2. Compound-based cluster analysis
In [30], the authors use clustering to study mecha-
nism and function of the compounds in a same cluster.
In drug discovery, clustering the compounds in a cell-
treatment experiment based on cytological phenotypes
is important and useful in ﬁnding new drug leads. A
good clustering would separate the eﬀective and ineﬀec-
tive compounds aﬀecting the cell division under study.
For this study, we apply a Pearson correlation-based
clustering to the 320 compounds for Monastrol sup-
pressor screening. The algorithm works as follows: a
candidate cluster is formed by starting with the ﬁrst
component and grouping the compound that has the
smallest Pearson correlation-based distance with the
target compound. The distance is deﬁned as d = 1  r
where r is the Pearson correlation between the two com-
pounds. Each iteration adds the compound that has a
minimal distance to the target compound in the cluster.
The process continues until no compound can be added
without surpassing the distance threshold. A second
candidate cluster is formed by starting with the second
compound and repeating the same procedure. Note that
all compounds are made available to the second com-
pound, i.e., the compounds from the ﬁrst candidate
cluster are not removed from consideration. The pro-
cess continues for all compounds. The largest candidate
cluster is selected and retained. The compounds in the
largest candidate cluster are removed from the whole
compound set, and the entire procedure is repeated on
the smaller compound set. For the pre-deﬁned cluster
number case, for example, K in this study, when the
number of clusters reaches K, we add all the remaining
compounds to the last cluster. In this algorithm, the
threshold is chosen as the mean of the distances of all
compound pairs [31].
In the clustering analysis, we ﬁrst calculated the Pear-
son correlation between all compound pairs. That
means there are N · N = 320 · 320 = 102,400 correla-
tion coeﬃcients, and then we calculate the Pearson cor-
relation-based distance between all the 102,400 pairs. In
Fig. 7, we draw the average of the Pearson correlation
coeﬃcient-based distance for each compound. We can
see that there is the largest distance (it is 0.9118; note
that the maximum distance is 1) among Compound
149 and other compounds. This result is consistent with
that shown in Fig. 6. Meanwhile, Compound 64 also has
a bigger distance (0.4426) compared with other com-
pounds, but it is much smaller than the distance of Com-
pound 149. This ﬁnding indicates that potentially
Compound 149 has a signiﬁcance role to play in sup-
pressing Monastrol. We then applied the proposed clus-
tering algorithm to cluster the compounds into two or
three clusters. The result shows that Compound 149
consistently stands out as one cluster. Again, this result
conﬁrms that Compound 149 has an important role in
cancer research.
6. Conclusions
HCS is a fast-emerging technology that uses the auto-
mated ﬂuorescence microscopy imaging approach to
study hundreds of thousands of cellular responses and
behaviors under diﬀerent drug perturbations in a cost-
eﬀective manner. There are about a dozen vendors pro-
viding various HCS microscopy imagers, but robust and
automated software solution for screening a great varie-
ty of cell-based assays is still lacking. This research con-
tributes to the development of a new computerized
system that integrate the algorithms of multi-phenotypic
mitotic analysis, correlation analysis, and compound
clustering, as well as the biological knowledge of mitotic
Fig. 7. Average of Pearson correlation coeﬃcient-based distance for
each compound.
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spindle model for HCS applications in Monastrol Sup-
pressor screening. Automated tools for image segmenta-
tion, cell-cycle phase recognition, correlation analysis,
and compound clustering were developed to quantita-
tively analyze eﬀectiveness of drug compounds to the
cell-cycle progression. These tools will allow life science
researchers to explore the roles of small molecules in
turning on/oﬀ spindle function, spindle checkpoints,
and chromosome segregation and, thereby, aiding the
discovery of new anti-cancer drug targets.
Our future work will extend the HCS–MMA frame-
work and the automated analysis algorithms developed
for small molecule drug screen to genome-wide RNA
interference (RNAi) screen. With the advent of RNAi
technology, it is now possible to screen systematically
for genes controlling speciﬁc cell-biological processes,
including those required to generate distinct morpholo-
gies [32–34]. We will also extend the current application
on the Monastrol suppressor screening to include diﬀer-
ent cell lines and image phenotypes. Finally, it is con-
ceivable that such HCS techniques can be engineered
to study cancer tissue and clinical samples for diagnosis
and disease monitoring purposes in the near future.
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